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Summary:
How many times have you sat at home watching X-Factor (UK) or American Idol (USA) and thought

Let me tell you a little about myself and give you an idea about what qualifies me to write th
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Article Body:
If you’re going to stand the slightest chance of getting into an audition for The X-Factor, or
Attitude!

Having a good, balanced attitude towards your end-objective is possibly the most important ass
Humility!

It’s always worth remembering that there are going to be thousands of people who are much bett
Understand your Capabilities and just be yourself!

Understanding your capabilities is important. There are many people whom wish to aspire to gre

We’ve all, at sometime or another been to a Karaoke evening. Right? For those of you reading t

Up to now, you have learned some important factors, which I hope will stand you well in your q
Attitude - adopt a good attitude before you begin your quest for stardom
Humility - nobody likes a smart-ass. People warm to those who are humble about their talent
Understand your capabilities and just be yourself - This speaks for itself!
The final chapter:
Remember, it doesn’t matter whether you’re overweight, wear spectacles, have spots, or even a

You need to stay focussed, work hard on developing a unique style to demonstrate your vocal ca
Again, please don’t fall into the trap of emulating the style and dress sense of your own pop

I hope you are successful in your quest to get on TV and win The X-factor, or American Idol. P
Good Luck!
Tony West
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